Dentons lawyers author UAE
chapter of The Employment Law
Review
May 7, 2020
Members of Dentons' UAE Labour and Employment practice have continued their annual tradition of contributing to
The Employment Law Review, by providing the UAE chapter for this 11th edition, which is published by London-based
Law Business Research.
The review covers 44 different jurisdictions and provides an important overview for those seeking to understand and
comply with the employment laws in which they operate, and it is likely of particular relevance to in-house lawyers and
HR professionals of multinational corporations.
Partners Iain Black and Catherine Beckett along with Senior Associate Craig Hughson and Associate Anna Terrizzi,
provide an overview of UAE employment law developments during 2019, and also look to what the future of UAE
employment law may hold.
In addition to coverage of hot employment topics, the chapter provide insights on topical areas including:

• basics of entering an employment relationship;
• restrictive covenants;
• wages;
• foreign workers;
• global policies;
• parental leave;
• translation;
• employee representation;
• data protection;
• discontinuing employment; and
• transfer of business.
To download the UAE chapter of The Employment Law Review, click here.
We have a limited number available of The Employment Law Review (11th edition). If you are interested in receiving a
full text copy, which covers 44 jurisdictions, please email maha.ismail@dentons.com.
Visit our COVID 19 Labour and Employment Hub for a range of resources and insights needed to track your
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responsibilities as an employer in the UAE and 62 other global markets.
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